It is very important for nuclear design and safety to analyze thermal-hydrodynamics based on detailed computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations. This kind of heat transfer simulation is also an essential tool for decommissioning the TEPCO's Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power station (Nuclear Damage Compensation and Decommissioning Facilitation Corporation, 2017). A dry method is one of practical methods for retrieving debris from the reactor. To remove the decay heat from the fuel debris without water, it is necessary to predict thermal environments in the pedestal under the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) with high reliability.
problems.
A graphic processing unit (GPU) has been emerging as one of high performance devices to realize large-scale CFD simulations with less power consumption. The GPU is one of leading architectures for current pre-exascale and future exascale computers such as the SUMMIT supercomputer at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, which achieved the highest performance in November 2018 (TOP500 List, 2018) . GPU acceleration has been demonstrated for many important classes of scientific applications (Wang et al., 2011; Shimokawabe et al., 2010; Shimokawabe et al., 2011; Onodera et al., 2013) .
A lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) is a class of CFD methods based on a weak compressible formulation. Since the LBM has a simple algorithm with explicit time integration, it is suitable for GPU computation. We have developed the CityLBM code on GPU-based supercomputers to predict the environmental dynamics of radioactive substances (Onodera et al., 2018a; Onodera et al., 2018b; Onodera et al., 2018c) . We extended CityLBM to thermal hydraulic problems in our previous paper (Onodera et al., 2019) . The CityLBM code was validated against free convective heat transfer experiments, and the temperature distribution showed a reasonable agreement with the experimental data.
However, it is difficult to perform multi-scale thermal flow simulations at the actual scale of the RPV with a uniform grid from the viewpoint of computational resources. An adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) method is one of the key techniques to accelerate multi-scale simulations. We developed the AMR-based CityLBM code with an acceleration algorithm for GPU supercomputers (Onodera et al., 2018c) . In this paper, we extend this code to thermal hydraulic problems, and show verification and validation studies through benchmark tests of free convective heat transfer experiments at JAEA (Uesawa et al., 2017; Onodera et al., 2019) . We also evaluate its computational performance against JUPITER.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The CityLBM code is reviewed and an extension to the thermal convection model is explained in Section 2. The advantages of the AMR method and the implementation to CityLBM are written in Section 3. The numerical verification and validation for thermal flow analysis are given in Section 4. The performance of the CityLBM code on GPU supercomputers are evaluated in Section 5. The paper ends with some concluding remarks in Section 6.
CityLBM code 2.1 Lattice Boltzmann method (LBM)
The LB equation (LBE) is obtained by reducing the Boltzmann equation into a finite number of discrete velocities. The fluid flow is expressed by pseudo particles on a uniform Cartesian grid system, and the macroscopic values are defined by the sum of pseudo particles or the moment of the velocity distribution function. Since the fluid is assumed to be weakly compressible, the time evolution of the discretized velocity distribution function is calculated with an explicit time integration as "#$ % ⃗ + ⃗ "#$ Δ , + Δ -= ""# ( ⃗, ) + Ω "#$ ( ⃗, ).
(1)
Here, ⃗ is the configuration space, Δ is the time interval, ⃗ "#$ is the lattice vector of the pseudo particle, "#$ is the velocity distribution function corresponding to the lattice vector, Ω "#$ is the collision operator. The LBE consists of the streaming and collision processes. Since pseudo particles move onto the neighbor lattice points after one time step in the streaming process, this process is completed without any error. It is important to choose a proper lattice velocity model by taking account of the tradeoff between efficiency and accuracy. The D3Q27 velocity model is suitable model to simulate unsteady flow at high Reynolds number with complex geometries. The components of the velocity vector are defined as
Here, the sound speed is normalized as = 1. Since memory accesses are simple and continuous, the streaming process is suitable for GPU computing. The macroscopic diffusion is expressed by the local collisional process with the lattice BGK model, which is also suitable for high performance computing. A single relaxation time (SRT) model is widely used in most of the previous studies, because of its simple formulation and low computational cost (X. Wang et al., 2011) . The collision operator of the SRT model is defined as
where is the relaxation time, and "#$ @A is a local equilibrium distribution function given as Here, is the density, M⃗ is macroscopic velocity, and "#$ is the weighting factors of the D3Q27 given by 
Since a collision operator of the SRT model is calculated by a single relaxation time, the SRT model is often unstable at high Reynolds number (Kuwata et al., 2016) . The SRT model requires subgrid-scale (SGS) models with excessive viscosity to suppress unphysical numerical oscillations, but the excessive eddy viscosity often makes the results diffusive. The cumulant relaxation time (CRT) model is an efficient model, which satisfies both accuracy and stability (Geier et al., 2015; Geier et al., 2017) . The collisional process is not calculated in the momentum space, but calculated in the cumulant space. Since the CRT model does not require excessive eddy viscosity for stabilization, it is possible to realize a large-eddy simulation (LES) with physically relevant eddy viscosity for modeling SGS phenomena.
Subgrid-scale model
An LES resolves the flow dynamics of large-scale structures on a grid scale (GS), and it takes into account the effect of SGS turbulent structures by using eddy viscosity as
Here, is the model coefficient, Δ c is the filter width, and | ̅ | is the magnitude of a velocity strain tensor. In the conventional Smagorinsky model (SM), the model coefficient is a constant in the entire computational domain, and the SGS viscosity does not describe the correct asymptotic behavior near the wall.
The coherent structure Smagorinsky model (CSM) (Kobayashi et al., 2008) is one of eddy viscosity models. The model coefficient i`j is calculated by the second invariant of the velocity gradient tensor and the magnitude of the velocity gradient tensor as 
Here, subscripts of and are denoted by the Einstein notation, and the model coefficient m = 1/25 is a fixed model parameter. Since the eddy viscosity of the CSM is determined locally and describes the correct asymptotic behavior near the wall, the CSM can treat complex geometries. In this study, we apply the CSM model.
It is easy to apply the SGS model to the LBE. The total relaxation time is expressed by the sum of kinematic viscosity and eddy viscosity as
where Δ c is set to the grid width. The velocity strain tensor is directly calculated by the velocity distribution functions as
Here, ⃗ is a unit vector.
Thermal convection model
The convective heat transfer is simply modeled by the advection and diffusion equation as
Here, is the thermal diffusivity, and is the Prandtl number. Although it is possible to model the convective heat transfer within the LBM, such an extension requires more pseudo particles, leading to large memory usage. To avoid this issue, we solve Eq.(8) by a finite difference method (FDM). The advection term is discretized by the second order Taylor expansion in space and time. The SGS viscosity is added to the diffusion term to evaluate the effect of turbulence on the heat transport.
The Boussinesq approximation is applied to solve non-isothermal flows. Buoyancy is simply introduced to the LBE as an external force as
Here, ⃗ = (0, 0, −9.8) is the gravity, is the coefficient of thermal expansion, and ‹ is the reference temperature.
Boundary treatment
The LBM is suitable for modeling boundary conditions with complex shapes. The bounce-back (BB) scheme and the interpolated bounce-back (IBB) scheme (Chun et al., 2007) make it easy to implement the no-slip velocity condition. Immersed boundary methods (IBMs, Kim et al., 2001) are also able to handle complex boundary conditions by adding external forces to the LBM.
In this work, we applied the IBB scheme because of its flexibility and accuracy. The pseudo particle " which contact with the solid surface is simply reflected back to the fluid domain with opposite velocity •" . The velocity distribution function in one dimension is expressed as 
Here •" * ( ⃗, + Δ ) is the velocity distribution function after reflection, and Δ is a distance function normalized by the grid width Δ . Since each velocity function refers the predetermined neighbor upwind and downwind quantities, it is more suitable for high performance computing than the IBM.
Adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) method for CityLBM
The AMR method is one of key techniques to accelerate multi-scale simulations (Ji et al., 2010) . Since fine grids are arranged only in a region, where gradients of physical quantities are large, the number of grid points can be reduced dramatically. We developed the block-structure based AMR method (Onodera et al., 2018a; Onodera et al., 2018c) which is suitable for multi-threads computation. Since one AMR domain named leaf contains N 3 grid points, memory accesses are continuous in a leaf. The whole computational domain is filled with leaves of different sizes, and these leaves are managed by a forest-of-octree data structure.
In this study, the spatial derivative is calculated only within the same AMR grid resolution because of computational efficiency and simplicity. There are overlapping halo regions at the interface of the coarse and fine grid, and these physical quantities are interpolated based on the time-integrated values. It is necessary to construct an interpolation function which satisfies the conservation property of the original value such as temperature, velocity distribution function, etc. For interpolating a coarse grid value from fine grid values, values are simply averaged over the coarse grid region. For interpolating a fine grid value from coarse grid values, the interpolation function should be shared over the coarse grid, and we use a quadratic function in three dimension as ( , , ) = ∑ "#$ " # $ ",#,$š‹,>,P .
(20)
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The LBM is a dimensionless method in time and space. The time step width Δ is determined to satisfy Δ /Δ =1. The kinematic viscosity and the relaxation time depend on the time step width. To keep a constant viscosity on coarse and fine grids, the relaxation time satisfies the following expression
Here the super-and sub-scripts c and f denote the value of the coarse and fine grids, respectively. The coefficient is the refinement factor, which is usually set to 2 for stability and simplicity reasons. The equilibrium distribution function and the stress tensor should also be continuous between two resolutions. The distribution function should satisfy the following equations
The AMR based LBM requires a multi-time-step scheme, in which time integration is computed using different time step widths for each resolution. Since the physical quantities near the interface of the coarse and fine grids depend on values at different resolution, it is necessary to perform temporal evolution in an appropriate order. We proposed an efficient algorithm called the communication reduced multi-time-step (CRMT) algorithm suitable for GPU computation. The proposed algorithm can reduce the number of MPI communications, and reproduces the same result as the original algorithm (Onodera et al., 2018c) . In the AMR version of the CityLBM code, temperature is time-integrated with the different time step width for each grid resolution, and the CRMT algorithm also applies to variables discretized by FDM.
Numerical verification and validation 4.1 Natural Convection in a 2D Square Cavity
CityLBM is validated against a natural convection problem in a 2D square cavity. The fluid region is set to 1 × 1, bounded by stationary walls. The temperatures on the left and right walls are ¡ = 1 and G = 0, respectively. A zero heat flux condition is implemented on the upper and lower walls. The computational grids are placed over the fluid region, and boundary conditions are imposed on the grids in the upper and lower walls. The temperature difference drives the bulk motion of the fluid. The volume averaged Nusselt number over the whole flow domain is compared to references (Markatos et al., 1984; Quere et al., 1991; Peng et al., 2003; Dixit et al., 2006) 
Here, = 1 is the characteristic length of the square cavity, and Δ is the temperature difference between the left and right walls. The calculations are conducted using dimensionless numbers of the Rayleigh number ( = [ ⃗ [Δ F / ) and the Prandtl number ( = / ). Figure 1 shows the streamlines and isotherms of natural convection in a 2D square cavity at the Rayleigh number of = 10 ª . Fine resolution grids are placed up to a distance of 0.15 from the left and right walls, respectively. It was confirmed that the same velocity and temperature profiles are obtained for both the uniform and AMR grid system. The AMR grids can capture steep temperature gradients near side walls, and the continuous contour lines were confirmed over the domain. Table 1 shows results of natural convection at different Rayleigh numbers. Numerical simulations are conducted on the same AMR grids. The Rayleigh number is set to = 10 F , 10 ª , and 10 « , respectively. The Prandtl number is given as 0.71. Numerical results are in good agreement with the reference data (S. Uesawa et al., 2017) and the results of CityLBM with uniform grids (N. Onodera et al., 2019) . The maximum relative error to the reference data is within 1% at = 10 « .
Natural Convection Experiment at JAEA
CityLBM is validated against a natural convection problem in a 3D system. Figure 2 shows the numerical configuration to compare with the experiment (Uesawa et al., 2017) Thermocouples are equipped on the heat transfer surface, in the test vessel, and on the wall of the test vessel to measure the temperature of the heat transfer surface, air, and the wall, respectively. All thermocouples are exposed junction K type thermocouples with the diameter of 0.15mm and the measurement error of ±1.5K. Numerical experiments are conducted under three heating temperature conditions of 420K, 476K, and 573K. The temperature of ceiling is uniform and set to 309.5K, 323K, and 342K based on the experimental data for each heated surface condition, respectively. Since the thermocouples are equipped on the 5mm thick side wall, the inner temperatures of side walls are assumed from the outer temperatures using one-dimensional heat conduction equation in the quasisteady state. The inner temperature of side walls is given by the model equation of (320.27-17.131×z), (340.62-24.924×z), and (387.7-58.436×z) in each heated surface condition, respectively (S. Uesawa et al., 2017) . The initial temperature is set to 312K, 327K, and 357K, respectively. The non-slip condition is imposed on the bottom, side, and top walls. The Rayleigh number in the experiments is about 2 × 10 O . The simulation data is obtained along the z-axis by taking space- time average for 5 minutes in the 5mm×5mm square region at the center of the test vessel. The grid resolution of JUPITER is 2.5mm×2.5mm×2.5mm. On the other hand, in CityLBM, we use two refinement levels, where fine resolution is chosen to be the same as JUPITER. Fine grids are placed in boundary regions over a distance of 100mm from the top, bottom and side walls, while the remaining core region is computed using coarse grids with doubled grid widths. The total number of grid points in the AMR grid system is about 10.5 × 10 ³ , which is a half compared to that in the uniform grid system. Figure 3 experiments. Although CityLBM shows slightly higher temperature than JUPITER, both results reproduce the experiments within ~10K error under three heating temperature conditions of 420K, 476K, and 573K, respectively. The reason for the slightly different temperature profile between the simulations and the experiment is that the temperature on the side wall is assumed to change only in the height direction, which is not the same as the experiment. The maximum temperature difference between the uniform and AMR grid systems is less than 1.0K, which is comparable to the measurement error, and thus, the mathematical models of CityLBM are converged well.
Performance evaluation of locally mesh-refined CityLBM and JUPITER
We show the performance evaluation of CityLBM and JUPITER. The computational condition is the same as the previous subsection 4.2. Each code is parallelized by using a MPI library, and computational functions are well tuned to achieve high performance on each supercomputer. Tables 2-4 show the specification of ABCI, TSUBAME, and ICEX, respectively. ABCI and TSUBAME are GPU-rich supercomputers, and most of the performance is provided by the NVIDIA TESLA GPU which has thousands of cores. ICEX is a standard CPU-based supercomputer, and two Intel Xeon processors are installed in a single node. Table 5 shows the performance of CityLBM and JUPITER with the same fine grid resolution. CityLBM is executed in single precision (FP32) on ABCI and TSUBAME. We have carefully confirmed that the CityLBM give the same results in FP32 and FP64. On the other hand, since the preconditioned conjugate gradient (P-CG) method of the pressure Poisson equation does not converge due to the FP32 error, JUPITER is executed in double precision (FP64) on ICEX. Since CityLBM is based on a weak compressible formulation, the time step width is set to small so that it satisfies the CFL In the case of uniform grid system, total elapsed time of CityLBM is 6.7 and 4.9 times faster than JUPITER on ABCI and TSUBAME, respectively. Thanks to the AMR method, the number of grid points can be reduced to a half, and CityLBM with AMR achieved almost the same performance as uniform grids with half the computational resources.
Summary and conclusions
This paper presented AMR-LBM based thermal-hydrodynamics simulations on GPU rich supercomputers. The CityLBM code is written in C++ and CUDA, and optimized to achieve high performance on the latest GPU architectures. The code was validated against natural convection problems. In the case of a 2D square cavity, steady velocities and temperature distribution profiles were obtained, and the volume averaged Nusselt number was in good agreement with the reference results at Rayleigh number of = 10 F , 10 ª , and 10 « , respectively. In the case of 3D problems, we checked the convergence of the AMR-based CityLBM code against the conventional CityLBM code with a uniform grid system, the JUPITER code, and the experimental data.
We evaluated the performance of the CityLBM code on GPU based supercomputers, TSUBAME and ABCI. The total computation time of the CityLBM code with a uniform grid system was 6.7 times faster than that of the JUPITER code, when 8 GPUs and 36 CPUs are used, respectively. We also evaluated the performance of the CityLBM code with an AMR grid system. Thanks to the AMR method, the number of grid points can be reduced to a half, and the same result was reproduced with half the computational resources. We conclude that the AMR-LBM is an efficient approach to simulate large-scale thermal convection problems which are required for decommissioning processes. 
